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suffered with this absurd state of affairs in re-
signed silence, at least until the advent of the Web
and the intranet.

Corporate Portals - Gateway to a
Single Point of Access

Most organizations today are poorly positioned to
take advantage of the recent proliferation of rich
internal corporate information sources resulting
from the rapid development of intranets, enter-
prise applications, and electronic business. The
problems arise from two fundamental aspects
underlying the current computing environment.

First, the explosion in the quantity of key business
information now captured (imprisoned) in elec-
tronic documents has left many organizations
literally losing their grip on information as they
transition into new systems and process upgrades.
Second, the speed with which the quantity and
kinds of content is growing means that what is
required to meet these challenges is a rigorous
internal discipline to expose and integrate the
sources of enterprise knowledge. The crux of the
problem that has arisen with the proliferation of
knowledge sources lies in the sense that disparate
corporate information is difficult to reconcile and
organize across an enterprise. The most compel-
ling promise of the corporate portal is that it offers
a unique integration capacity which takes advan-
tage of the inherent purpose and structure in
corporate information. The portal crafted around
these naturally occurring centers of action and
interest can almost automatically yield a degree of
relevancy that is nonexistent in broad-based
Internet data sources.

Intranet Opportunities & Challenges

With the rapid deployment of intranets, the new
capabilities to identify, capture, store, retrieve,
and distribute vast amounts of information from
multiple internal and external sources, at an
individual, team, or function level, are pushing the
envelope of legacy computing infrastructures and
challenging the assumptions of current models of
information processing.

The result is the sudden possibility of a shift away
from information systems as a group of isolated
“programs” addressing discrete disciplines and
toward a ubiquitous information “environment”
which can become a fundamental component of
the working environment in every business and
social institution.  This shift is precipitating a
gradual transformation of the information industry
as we know it. The shift has implications for the
business models of all major industry players,
particularly Microsoft and the Windows environ-
ment.  But the core dynamic driving the rise of the
corporate portal is that our expectations for
computer use are changing dramatically from
acquiescence in a program-by-program, task-
isolated environment to enthusiasm for an inte-
grated environment that provides information
access, delivery, and work support across multiple
dimensions of the organization.

We have become acutely aware that the familiar
applications-based desktops create islands of
automation. They separate and segregate functions
that are intuitively part of the same process. This
is like using a different type of phone for every
state you want to call. Computer users have
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The key differentiator for the corporate or enter-
prise portal in relation to the Internet portals, then,
is the ability to organize information in the ab-
sence of a single, centralized, predetermined
information ontology. In simple terms, individuals
share the responsibility for defining the taxonomy
of business-critical information, and through their
publishing and other information sharing activities
generate a rich content environment at the corpo-
rate portal level, without the need for any single
individual to have a comprehensive overview of
all taxonomies.

This new environment creates a single point of
access for the increasingly “knowledge centric”
patterns of today’s work world. Corporate Portal
developers focus on a user-centric information
system that can provide access to working infor-
mation within one interface—not a proprietary
display for the deployment of segregated applica-
tions, but a graphically rich, application indepen-
dent interface that will ultimately make the con-
temporary two dimensional, window-based
metaphors look as obsolete as the IBM 3270
terminal interface looks today.

Portals & Knowledge Management

Based on a Delphi survey of current users and
evaluators of Knowledge Management technol-
ogy, a clear majority (56%) cited tools for organi-
zation and sharing explicit knowledge when asked
what were the “Most Valuable Features of Knowl-
edge Management Technology.”  As indicated in
the chart below, no other category registered
nearly as high.

“Knowledge sharing” in the context of Portals is
defined as the means to aggregate disparate
sources of structured and unstructured information
and present them from a cohesive single point of
access. This capability is both the single greatest
demand of Knowledge Management evaluators
and the charter of Corporate Portals.

The Hyperwave Information Server

Originally born of a University project in 1989 to
create the “ultimate Hypermedia system,” the
Hyperwave Information Server has evolved over
the past decade into what is today one of the more
comprehensive solutions available for creating
and managing Corporate Portals.

Since the beginning, the focus of the Hyperwave
solution has been providing a single point of
access to all media types (text, video, graphics,
etc), providing tools for navigating these objects
in their native format, and managing the hyper-
links between them.  Over the past ten years this
focus has been shaped directly by corporations
such as the Bank of Austria and Siemens, as well
as research  institutions such as CERN, creator of
the World Wide Web.

Today the Hyperwave Information Server is used
throughout the world by industry, government,
and academic institutions for sharing knowledge
within a Corporate Portal environment.  The
solution is comprised of a robust set of technolo-
gies to provide universal access to disparate sets
of structured and unstructured information.  These
capabilities address the three primary components
of Knowledge Management -- internalization,
externalization, and intermediation.

The externalization function of a Knowledge
Management system can be addressed in two
ways.  The first approach is a model which evalu-
ates the overall content of each information
object, and uses this insight to build bodies or
clusters of knowledge (e.g., documents which
exhibit similar content are logically stored in
common areas and labeled to reflect their overall
subject matter).

     New ways to share
explicit knowledge (28%)

              Support for research and
knowledge generation (13%)

    “Smart” tools which aid
in decision-making (14%)

    New ways to share
tacit knowledge (18%)

Organizing existing
   corporate knowledge
     (28%)
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The second approach uses a structured predefined
repository (e.g. a hierarchy of folders), into which
information objects are subsequently stored.  This
approach, similar to a sophisticated filing system,
is indicative of that provided by Hyperwave
Information Server, vis-à-vis virtual folders,
search profiles, and hyperlink management.

Internalization is provided by the integrated
search engine and enhanced by “metadata search-
ing” of the content in XML tags.  This allows the
ability to retrieve information based on context,
rather simply content.

Intermediation is facilitated  by providing
authoring information attached to retrieved docu-
ments.  This capability can be further enhanced by
allowing searching of search profiles, with result-
ing response presented in the form of a list of
individuals with contact information. Combined,
these features provide a complete solution for
facilitating the Knowledge Sharing Process, as
illustrated below:

Beyond the Hyperwave’s core capabilities around
externalization, internalization, and intermedia-
tion, other features in the product further
strengthen its position as a Corporate Portal
solution.

Link Integrity

One of seemingly mundane, yet highly beneficial
components of the Hyperwave Information Server
solution is its management of hyperlinks.
Hyperwave provides both support for the creation
of links, vis-a-vis user guiding "wizards" as well as
tools for the identification and maintenance of links
once they are established.  This capability harkens
to Hyperwave's legacy with CERN and other
hypermedia research, evident in the greater care
taken with link management, compared that to of
competitive solutions.  This also carries over to the
Corporate Portal space, with its inherent focus on
hyperlinked information and browser-based access.

Multiple Data Types

Hyperwave supports a number of standards for
connecting with information repositories, in a
combination not found in most comparable or
competitive solutions.  Of particular importance is
support for ODMA, allowing access to compliant
document management systems and input from
authoring tools such as the MS Office suite, as well
as LDAP for accessing directory and user informa-
tion from compliant repositories.  Connectivity to
other forms of structured information, such as SAP
R/3 data and OLAP tools, is provided within the
API structure.  The ability to store, retrieve and
organize multimedia objects, such as sound and
video clips, is another competitive point of
Hyperwave Information Server.  While this capabil-
ity maybe found in other products today, there is a
wide divide in the cost and overhead between
specialty tools dedicated to media asset manage-
ment, and standard repositories which treat all data
types (e.g, text, video, data, etc. ) in exactly the
same way.  Hyperwave provides some of the unique
handling features of the former, without incurring
the overhead of a dedicated system, well positioning
it for organizations that seek to manage multimedia
objects as part of an overall Corporate Portal solu-
tion, but cannot justify the additional resources
required for the specialty hardware and software for
most media asset management solutions.

How We Share Knowledge
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The information contained in this opinion is intended to provide an overview of a specific product and vendor at the
date of publishing. Facts presented have been verified to the best of our ability with the vendor and actual users of
the product where indicated, however, Delphi cannot insure the accuracy of this information since products, vendors,
and market conditions change rapidly. The Delphi Group makes no implied or explicit warranties, endorsements, or
recommendations in this report nor should such warranties be inferred from its contents. A complete assessment of
your specific application, the method of implementation for a given product or technology, and the current state of

Summary
The Hyperwave Information Server is well
positioned for organizations seeking an "out-of-the-
box" Corporate Portal solution, with a robust set of
core features, as well as the option to further extend
these capabilities using the provided API set.

Where the product is particularly strong is its
ability to handle multiple data types and its
facilitation of populating the knowledgebase.
In the case of the latter, industry standards are
supported for automatically capturing metadata.
For example, ODMA is used to capture documents
authored within the Microsoft Office environment
or stored within ODMA-compliant document
repositories (e.g., document management systems).

Other key differentiators within the Portal space
include: component-level access privileges,
allowing the customization of individuals' views
of information sets; query objects which auto-
mated collection information to occur in the

background based on user-definable criteria; as well
as a dynamic foldering capability which allows
information to be organized into a custom tax-
onomy, independent of the physical location of
information sources.

For more information contact:
Hyperwave Information Management, Inc.
68 Tadmuck Road
Westford, MA 01886
(978) 392-2101
(978) 392-8849 fax
www.hyperwave.com

In Europe Contact:
Hyperwave Information Management GmbH
Stefan-George-Ring 19
D-81929 Munich
Germany
49 (0) 89 99 30 74 22
49 (0) 89 99 30 74 99 fax
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that product must be considered in order for a recommendation to be made on any product's suitability for your purpose, needs and requirements.
Delphi provides specific assistance for detailed product evaluation and recommendation.


